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ABSTRACT 
Friend recommendation is one of the primary functions in social networking services like facebook, twitter, flickr, etc. The 
objective of this paper is to recommend friends based on finding high similarity (life styles, hobbies, interest etc..) between the 
users in social networks and providing privacy to the photos being tagged and comments being posted by sender. The privacy is 
provided only for information contained in the user spaces and has no control over data residing outside their spaces. The 
recommendation does not reflect the interest of the user and it leads to the issue of accepting requisition from the fictitious user 
and the user who are dissimilar with our interest. In proposed system, a friend recommendation system is proposed in which 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm is used to measure the high similarity between users and MultiParty Access Control 
(MPAC) is used for multiparty authorization. LDA is a generative statistical model which is used to measure high similarity and 
MPAC is used for authorization where the user can specify who can view comments and his/her photos being tagged. The 
proposed model recommends friends to the social network users based on their interest instead of social graphs. In node to node 
similarity the friends are recommended by having the person  with similar nodes. This gives us only less friends circle and the 
privacy is being provided as per the profile. This has less privacy. The outcome is to provide privacy for the data which resides 
outside their spaces and find the user whose interest is similar with our interest. 

 

KEYWORDS: Data mining, Social networks, Friend recommendation, Multiparty Access Control, Latent Dirichlet Allocation.  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The social websites are generally used to communicate with the people and to share their idea on the social 

events occurring. The impact of the social websites can make the people to make the interact and extend their 

relationships. cuts, or both. The software is a analytical tools for analyzing data. This also allows the users to 

examine the data from different resources, dimensions, angles and separating it and identify the relationships. It 

is mainly used to find the correlations or patterns among many fields in very big relational databases. The data 

mining mainly consists of data, information, and knowledge. 

In web-based social networking application correspondence is fundamental factor. The correspondence is 

done between the friends. Friend solicitations are the real issue in social networks. This paper makes the 

solicitations less demanding by knowing the enthusiasm of the companions. 

By and large there is no protection for the information which is dwelling outside their own spaces. The 

information which is outside their spaces can be shared and posted by anybody. This doesn't give protection for 

the client. The data are posts and remarks which are being posted and remarks being given for the posts and 

sharing of information. 
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 In natural language processing, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a statistical model that takes the sets of 

observations should be explained by unobserved groups and explain why they are similar. For instance, the 

observations are words taken as documents, each document is collections of many small numbers of topics and 

each word’s creation is from the document’s topics. LDA is example of topic model and was given as graphical 

model for topic discovery. 

The rest of this paper explains as follows section II explains the related work in friend recommendation and 

multiparty access control section III explains the proposed architecture and algorithms used section IV explains 

the results and discussion section V explains the summary of the friend recommendation and multiparty access 

control.  

 

Related Work: 

Shangrong Huang et al [6] have presented a paper on social friend recommendation based on multiple 

network correlation. The recommendation is being sent to the user based on network correlation. The networks 

are tag and contact network. The important feature is being selected from each network and the network is being 

preserved before and after network alignment. After important feature are being selected then friends are being 

recommended based on those feature. The main aspect is pairwise user similarity preservation to maintain the 

original data structure. The recommendation is done to the user based on the interest and network is maintained. 

They investigated the structure of social networks and develop an algorithm for Network Correlation-based 

Social Friend Recommendation.  

Zhibo Wang et al [10] proposed a paper on semantic based friend recommendation for social networks. 

Existing social networking services recommend friends to users based on their social graphs are not appropriate 

to reflect user’s preferences in real life for friend selection. They presented a Friendbook, a novel semantic-

based friend recommendation system for social networks, give recommendation to their friends based on life 

styles. By taking advantage of sensor-rich Smartphone, Friendbook discovers life styles of users from user-

centric sensor data, which has the information about the similarity between the users with their life styles. 

Inspired by text mining, they modelled a user’s daily life as life documents, from which thier life styles are 

extracted by using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm. Finally, Friendbook integrates a feedback 

mechanism to further improve the recommendation accuracy.  

Hongxin Hu et al [4] presented the models and mechanisms for multiparty access control for online social 

network. These OSNs offer attractive means for digital social interactions and sharing of information and raise 

the security and privacy problems. While OSNs allow users to restrict access to shared data, they currently do 

not provide any mechanism to enforce privacy concerns over data associated with multiple users. They proposed 

an approach to enable the protection of shared data associated with multiple users in OSNs. They formulated an 

access control model to know the ability of multiparty authorization requirements, along with a multiparty 

policy specification scheme and a policy enforcement mechanism. They also presented a logical representation 

of our access control model that allows us to bring the existing solvers to perform other tasks. They have 

proposed novel solution for collaborative management of shared data in OSNs.  

Zheng Zhao et al [9] proposed the similarity based on feature selection. They proposed a new Similarity 

Preserving Feature Selection framework in an explicit and rigorous way. They proved it through theoretical 

analysis and proposed a framework and used feature selection criteria, but also naturally overcome their 

common weakness in handling feature redundancy. Three algorithms are given to solve the proposed 

formulations; each has its own advantages in terms of computational complexity and selection performance. The 

proposed framework improves the existing algorithms by overcoming their common drawback in handling 

feature redundancy. This is important in both supervised and unsupervised learning.  

Yi Yang et al [8] proposed a paper for multimedia analysis by sharing information. They proposed a new 

multi-task feature selection algorithm and apply it to multimedia (e.g., video and image) analysis. Instead of 

taking each feature separately and evaluating it, the algorithm selects its features in a batch mode, and feature 

correlation is considered. The feature selection has got the research attention and less effort that has been made 

on improving the performance of feature selection by leveraging the shared knowledge from multiple related 

tasks. The objective function of our algorithm is convex, and an effective iterative algorithm was proposed to 

optimize the objective function. They presented a variety of experimental results showing that the performance 

of our algorithm is superior to the existing feature selection algorithms using different datasets and classifiers. 

John Hannon et al [3] proposed how to follow the twitter users using content and collaborative filtering 

approaches. Facebook and They focused on one of the key features of the social web, namely the creation of 

relationships between users. They viewed this as an important recommendation problem for a given user, which 

other users might be recommended as followers but unlike other researchers they attempted to harness the real-

time web as the basis for profiling and recommendation. They evaluated a range of different profiling and 

recommendation strategies, based on dataset of Twitter users and their tweets, a demonstration is done 

potentially for effective and efficient followee recommendation. They have demonstrated the potential of the 

real-time web, and micro-blogging services like Twitter, which serves best for recommendation.  
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Dattaprasad et al [2] has proposed a paper on friend recommendation system based on lifestyle. Existing 

social networking sites like Facebook, Google+ etc, recommend friends to the users according to the tastes that 

do not reflect the user preferences. It also measures the similarity of life styles between users, and recommends 

friends to users if their life styles have high similarity. It allows its users to chat with friends. They also 

proposed a similarity metric to measure the similarity of life styles between users, and calculate user’s impact in 

terms of life styles with a friend matching graph. People can easily make friend on the social networks. But 

some time recommendation is not as per user’s consideration.  

Jilin Chen et al [1] recommended people on social network by making new friends and keeping the old 

friends. They studied people recommendations designed to help users find known; it also discovers new friends 

who are offline. They evaluated four recommender algorithms in an enterprise social networking site using a 

personalized survey of 500 users and a field study of 3,000 users. They found all algorithms effective in 

expanding users’ friend lists. They also collected qualitative feedback from our survey users. Such an approach  

have an gain to increase new users as indicated in people trust recommenders more if they see familiar items 

recommended. 

Yuchen Zhao et al [10] proposed a paper on inferring social roles and statuses in social network. Users in 

online social networks play a variety of social roles and statuses. They investigated the social roles and statuses 

that people act in online social networks. They quantitatively analyzed a number of key social principles and 

theories that correlate with social roles and statuses. They proposed a novel probabilistic model, which can 

combine local social factors of each users and network influence. They discovered the patterns of homophily 

associated with social roles and statuses. They believed that their results provide a promising step towards 

understanding social behaviours and social situations at the individual level and have many potential 

applications in social networks. 

Meng Jiang et al [5] have proposed a paper on social recommendation across multiple relational domains. 

Social networks enable users to create different types of personal items. In dealing with serious information 

overload, the major problems of social recommendation are sparsely and cold start. They proposed a novel 

Hybrid Random Walk, which can integrate multiple heterogeneous domains .By considering the special 

structures of multiple relational domains in social networks, they proposed a novel Hybrid Random Walk 

method on a star-structured graph, which is a general method to incorporate complex and heterogeneous link 

structures, including directed/undirected links, sign/unsigned links and within-domain/cross-domain links. 

 

Proposed Work: 

The architecture for friend recommendation based on interest and Multiparty Access Control is proposed. 

Figure 1 explains the proposed architecture with the five phases. The user profile creation is the phase where the 

user’s basic details are being registered. The topic distribution learning phase the topics are being identified by 

using the LDA algorithm.  

The influence ranking phase is used to rank the topics and distribute it. The multiparty access control phase 

gives the privacy for multiple person in single profile. The people who are in long distance communicate with 

each other only by social networks. The social network is a pathway which makes people to communicate 

across the sea. Social networks is an online platform which is used to build networks and social relations with 

all people to share similar interest in personal, career, habits, backgrounds, Profession and real-life connections. 

                     

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture           
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The social network is mainly computer-mediated technology and Smartphone technology used for 

communication. It allows individuals, companies, governments. These social websites have nearly 100,000,000 

registered users.    

 

A. User Profile Creation: 

A user profile is a group of personal data associated to a particular user. A profile is a person’s identity. It is 

a explicit digital representation of a person's identity. A user profile has created a display visually for personal 

data visual display of personal data associated with a specific user, or a customized desktop environment. A 

profile refers therefore to the explicit digital representation of a person's identity. A profile also describes the 

characteristics of a person. This information can be exploited by systems taking into account the persons' 

characteristics and preferences. The user creates their personal data store in Online Social Networks (OSNs) 

database that details contain informs like first name, last name, username, password, email Id, gender etc. 

 

B. Post Wall Creation: 

The Website wallpost usually shares the photos in the most social network. Protected albums allow users to 

set their albums with access protection. This is one of the advantages from having our photos safe from hackers. 

It explains the photo tagging option makes the photos to retrieve at anytime. The user can give the names or 

keywords for photos to access it easily.  

OSNs currently provide simple access control mechanisms allowing users to access the information 

contained in their spaces. Unfortunately, the data residing outside their spaces have no privacy. User can add 

their or interested photos in their spaces. 

 The wall posting contains usually the information like photo, photo description, tag information are given 

by the user that details are stored in the OSNs database. 

 

C. Topic Distribution Learning: 

In the module the topic distribution is done by using the mallet. The mallet has predefined packages which 

are used in topic distribution.  The image vertices and homogeneous hyper edges in the hyper graph are used to 

learn the topic distribution. It explains the hyper graph regularized topic model. The user-contributed social 

media data is inevitably noisy and the textual information associated with images is difficult which makes it to 

use the hyper graph regularized topic model to learn topics of interest accurately. It explains how the document 

is being sorted. Therefore, the informative images with rich tags are selected to identify the latent topics. The 

topics are finally obtained using topic distribution for all images and comments given for the posts via 

collaborative representation based on similarity. 

 

D. Influence Ranking: 

Topic Sensitive Influence Ranking via Affinity Propagation Based on the learned topic distribution and the 

constructed hyper graph, we perform a topical affinity propagation on the hyper graph with the heterogeneous 

hyper edges for measuring influence regarding topics for each user and image. It explains the affinity 

propagation algorithm is originally employed for clustering. Affinity propagation can be applied whenever there 

is a way to measure or pre-compute a numerical value for each pair of data points, which indicates how similar 

they are. In our scenario, users exert influence on each other through images, which is reflected in the indirect 

user behaviours of favourite or comment links. Users share topical similarity which can be computed through 

the connected images and social links. We can use affinity propagation to exchange influence messages between 

users and images along heterogeneous hyper edges in the hyper graph. The algorithm for topic-sensitive 

influence ranking is summarized. In the algorithm, the influence of users and images is recursively updated until 

it achieves the optimal condition. 

 

E. Multiparty Access Control (MPAC): 

In this phase two processes are done to evaluate an access request for MPAC policies. The first process is to 

check the access request against the policy of each controller and finds a decision. The accessor element decides 

whether the policy having the access request is applicable or not. If the user who sends the request belongs to 

the user set derived from the accessor of a policy. It explains the policy is applicable and the evaluation process 

returns a response with the decision (either permit or deny) indicated by the effect element in the policy. The 

policy gives the deny decision if the policy does not gets applicable. In the second step, decisions from all 

controllers are given for the access request which gets combined for the final decision responding to the access 

request. The data controllers generates different decisions (permit and deny) for an access request which yields 

to conflicts. The need of systematic conflict resolution mechanism resolves the conflicts during multiparty 

policy evaluation.  

 

F. Latent Dirichlet Allocation: 
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Fig. 2: LDA Model 

 

LDA represents documents as collection of topics that separate words with certain probabilities. It takes the 

documents in the following way: 

α -  Parameter for document. 

Θ – Mixed topic document. 

Z – Topic. 

W – Word. 

Ψ – Word distribution.  

β – Parameter for word. 

Figure 2 explains how the document is being topic modelled using the parameters. Decide the number of 

words N for the document it will have according to poisson distribution and choose a topic mixture for the 

document according to the dirichlet distribution for a fixed set of K topics. Words are being generated in the 

document by: First pick the topic by having the probability. Use the topic to generate the words itself. 

 

 

Data :     words W belongs to posts P. 

Result :   topic assignment Z 

              Initialize Z randomly 

              for each iteration do 

              for each word W do 

              for each topic Z do 

              perform the iterations and discover the words and assign the topics. 
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Fig. 3: Algorithm for friend recommendation 
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things: the probability is being calculated. The probability value is obtained by the word occurrence divided by 

total number of occurrence. The probability of topic t is divided by document d. The probability of word w is 

divided by topic t. Multiplying both the values yields the result. After repeating these steps number of times we 

will get a steady state where assignments yield a good output.  These assignments are used to estimate the topic 

mixture of documents and words associated to each topic.   

 

G. Multiparty Policy Access Control: 

OSNs provide a simple access control mechanisms to have the access for information which are in their 

spaces.  It has been proposed that users, unfortunately, have no control over data residing outside their spaces. 

For example if user posts a comment in other profile they cannot give the access to their privacy. The other issue 

is if a photo is being uploaded and tagged the person who appears in the photo cannot mention who can see the 

photo even though there are many privacy concerns. A user profile usually includes information having their 

basic information such as birthday, interests, etc. Users usually upload content into their spaces and also tag 

their photos to get displayed in their photos. Each tag is an explicit reference that links to a user’s space. 

Generally the protection of user data is done by the person who has their profile and also they restrict their data. 

The MultiParty Access Control has MPAC policy. 

The MPAC policy is 

P = <controller, ctype, accessor, data, effect> 

Controller € U is a user regulate the access of data. 

Ctype € CT is the controller. 

Accessor is a set of users to whom the authorization is granted. 

Data is represented with a data specification. 

Effect € {permit, deny} is the authorization effect. 

The MPAC model has 4 controllers: 

Owner: User u is called owner of data item d. 

Contributor: d is published by a user u in someone else’s space. U is contributor. 

Stakeholder: d is data item. T is the set of tagged users associated with d. user u is called stakeholder of d if 

u belongs to T. 

Disseminator: d is shared by user u from someone else space to his/her space. User u is called disseminator 

of d. 

There is only single party access control. The multiparty access control is the process of giving 

authorization to multiple users to make their privacy to work in others profile. The user can give their privacy 

policy for the data which is residing outside their spaces means the data which exists in others profile. So the 

information which exists outside the user space is more confidential and it cannot be misused. It provides 

authorization for multiple users in single profile. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The dataset are taken from flickr and facebook where it is a picture gallery and image sharing site to find 

our inspiration. The 100 users are being taken. Each user has their own interests and they can be grouped. Sql 

server is being used to retrieve the information from the database.  The images are being posted and comments 

are being given to the images. Those comments are being taken and processed for finding the interests. The 

person with similar interests are being grouped and displayed. We can accept the friends only if they are with 

our interest. The comments are provided with security.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Login Page 

 

Figure 4 gives the view of login page where the basic details are being given and stored in database. 
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Fig. 5: Profile information 

 

Figure 5 gives the view of user posting the photo. The photos are being posted and it can be stored in 

database.  

 
Fig. 6: Post and Comment the photo 

 

Figure 6 gives the view of the user comments to the photo. The posts are being seen by others and can be 

given by others. 

Figure 7 gives the view of the posting a photo, commenting to the photo and post the photos. These photos 

get viewed by the user and comments to the photos. The users login and post their photos. Users comment to 

their photos and post their comments. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Post the comments 

    

Performance Analysis 

The performance analysis gives the graph with the difference between the node to node similarity and 

interest based features. 

 
Fig. 8: Comparison between node to node similarity and interest based. 
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Figure 8 explains how the graph has been differentiated between the users when they are being connected 

between the friends by node similarity. Node similarity gives only less friends circle where they can be 

connected with each other only with the person we know and mutual friends. The friends when get connected 

with interests leads to more number of friends of similar interests. 

  

 
Fig. 9: Privacy  for view, comment and tag. 

 

Figure 9 explains how the privacy is being provided for view, comment and tag. The privacy is generally 

being provided by the users privacy. The privacy is only given for the person who is the owner of the profile. 

This leads to less privacy. Thus the privacy is being given for the multiple persons in single profile. This gives a 

complete privacy for the person who posts, tags or comments to the images. 

 

Summary: 

The friend recommendations are send to the person’s whom we know and the network structure should be 

maintained. The network structure cannot be maintained for all recommendations. The user control is only 

single party access control. This leads to lack of privacy for the users. To overcome these issues, the friend 

recommendation is done by finding high similarity between the users and privacy is being provided for the data 

residing outside the user`s space. This provides an efficient friend recommendation which helps us to enlarge 

friends circle and provide privacy for the data in our profile. This avoids the requisition of the user who is 

dissimilar with our interest and avoids the misusage of information being shared in online social network. 
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